GET STARTED WITH

Twitter Report
Analyze your Twitter accounts to understand
your audience and engagement.

sendible.com




The total number of Likes and

Reach is the maximum potential audience size who

Retweets over the selected

may have seen your Tweets. This number includes

date range.

followers of people that retweeted your posts.

Add multiple Twitter
services to the same
report to analyze
performance across
brands.

Daily Exposure is the
total potential
impressions generated
per day on average.

Understand which
activities are helping to

Compare audience growth
C

drive your audience growth
h

with the previous period to
w

and adjust your strategy

sshow progress.

accordingly.



Analyze the number of
A
Tweets sent and received
T
against your content
a
sstrategy to drive growth
and conversations.
a

Gain insight into the
hours in the day that are,
on average, likely to
generate the most
engagement from your
activity on Twitter.
Engagement probability
is calculated by
analyzing each of your
Tweets to determine the
hours when your
audience is most likely to
engage with your
content.



Use the Content Habits
summary to understand
the types of content that
are helping to drive
growth and engagement
on Twitter.

Understand how your
audience is engaging
with your Twitter service
by analyzing Mentions,
Retweets and Likes.

Analyze your top Tweets
A
based on the number of
b
Retweets, Likes and overall
R
R
Reach.

Display your most recent
mentions from Twitter
and the sentiment of
each Tweet.



A breakdown of your
200 most recent Twitter
followers using 4 types of
demographic data.

Get to know your newest
G
ffollowers better and use
tthis data to inform your
ccontent strategy.


Discover the topics that
D
yyour followers are most
iinterested in to help drive
yyour content and
iinfluencer marketing
Utilize this chart to

s
strategies.

determine the most
popular topics amongst
your followers.

Understand which Twitter
U
users are most influential
u
within your key topics and
w
direct your influencer
d
marketing activities
m
ttowards proactively
eengaging with them and
ttheir followers.



The number of times this
T
user has retweeted one of
u
yyour Tweets.

Discover which users are
engaging with you on
Twitter most often.

The number of times this
T
user has mentioned your
u
Twitter account in a Tweet.
T
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